
Let your imagination refine your column!

Made-To-Order Poly-Classic 
Craftsman Series Columns

An architectural design movement established in the early 1900's, the craftsman style has experienced a rebirth in popularity 100 
years later. Turncraft has taken the classic craftsmanship of that earlier period, added modern materials and produced our 
Craftsman Series.

Crafted in our Architectural plant in White City, Oregon, we are able to retain the design elements that are so popular while adding 
the all-weather expanded PVC materials that will endure to the next generation. These materials are so resistant to the perils of 
nature that they carry a Limited Lifetime Warranty. Additionally, our unique locking joint system ensures an easy and accurate 
assembly. Since the columns are trim-able from the bottom, the Craftsman Series is designed to conform the many size demands.  
Available in both Tapered and Non-Tapered designs the Craftsman Series addresses many design approaches. In addition we offer 
paneled designs in the tapered and non-tapered columns and fluted in the non-tapered columns.

The non tapered columns come with a standard wrap cap and base but are also 
available with the same Tuscan cap and base as our Poly-Classic square columns. 
This allows you to wrap structural posts and still match the look of the Poly-Classics. 
(Neck moulding is included with Tuscan cap/base sets.)

For the tapered columns, the standard cap and base can be replaced with a Crown 
style cap and base. In addition, modified Tuscan cap and base will be available mid-
summer '05. 

Custom designed and sized columns are also available for those who do not find what 
they want from the stock designs. Neck moulding can be added, panels can be 
custom sized, and optional pedestals can be manufactured to practically any design 
you desire. The custom designs shown on this page are just a starting point — we can
help you perfect your Craftsman column!
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